
Chapter 3

Prices

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose by 18 percent in 1991, a rate similar to the annual
inflation prevailing in Israel since the July 1985 economic stabilization program (ESP).
The average rate of inflation in 198691 was 18.1 percent, ranging between 16.1 and
20.7 percent. The stability of the annual inflation rate as measured by the CPI is
remarkable, persisting through peirods of slump and prosperity alike, whether the
exchangerate remained unchanged (in 1988, for example), or the increase in the pirces
of housing and controlled goods accelerated. This does not mean that the rate ofinflation
did not change, and it was in fact especially vairable in 1991; in the middle of the year
inflation accelerated as the CPI rose by 22.5 and 31.7 percent (annual rates) in the second
and third quarters respectively. In annual terms however, inflation moderated, returning
to the rate immediately following the ESP. Inflation was relatively rapid in the first half of
1991, and slowed down in the second.
Pirces of housing and controlled goods continued to have a strong effect on the CPI in

1991, as in the previous two years. Housing prices, which rose by 41.1 and 98.6
percent (annual rate) in the second and third quarters respectively, increased by 28.2
percent slightly less than in 1989 and 1990 contirbuting to inflation and accounting to
a great extent for the high level of the CPI inmid 1991.
The lag in measuirng housing pirces affected the publication of actual changes in the

inflation rate. The CPI rose relatively quickly in the second and third quarters, but actual
pirces (calculated on the basis of uptodate figures on housing prices, which are
published later) indicate a slightly different pattern. The adjusted CPI, based on actual
housing pirces rather than on provisional estimates, shows that most of the excessive
increase in pirces occurred in the second quarter, with a relative decline in the third and
fourth quarters (note 4, Figures 3.1 and 3.2, Table 3.4).
The weight of controlled and supervised goods1 in the CPI continued to decline in

1991 from about 34 to 23 percent. Pirces of controlled goods, compirsing items which
are subsidized (only bus fares since 1991) or provided by publicsector enterpirses, rose
by 22.1 percent. This was more than the rate of increase of the CPI, as has been the case
every year since 1986 except 1988. Pirces of supervised goods mainly businesssector

' For definitions, see note B in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.1
Selected Pirce Indexes, 197092:1

)percent change, annual rate(

index ofImplicit price

WholesaleDomestic use
pircesbGDPof resources"CPI

Changeduirng peirod0
16.217.415.4197073
43.142.441.2197478

123.1.120.5119.2118.9197982
247.0243.9247.3256.1198385
16.819.619.318.1198690

15.124.423.119.61986
20.918.419.716.11987

15.822.717.716.41988
19.517.719.920.71989
12.614.916.117.61990

14.621.816.718.01991

1990
12.815.511.312.0I
9.534.829.021.2n
9.62.012.923.3m
19.09.812.314.3IV

1991
16.931.822.113.3I

25.541.529.927.0n
7.017.514.730.0m
9.80.92.03.7IV

1992

9.610.4I

Average change
45.150.647.948.11986
18.520.220.619.91987

17.519.817.316.31988
21.020.720.820.21989
11.615.815.917.21990

16.021.518.619.01991

" Net ofdirect defense imports.
b Prices of industrial output for domestic market.
c CPI and wholesale pirce figures based on monthly data; GDP and resource use, on quarterly data.

SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.
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goods and services rose at a lower rate than the CPI, however. Thus, excluding
housing the CPI rose by 15.2 percent in 1991 (14.3 percent in 1990), and excluding
housing and controlled goods it rose by 13.7 percent (12.9 percent in 1990(.

Figure 3.1
Rateof Changeofthe CPI, 198692:1
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a The definition of controlled goods was changed in 1991 (for details see text).

There was particularly large vairance in the rates of change of two CPI items fruit
and vegetables, and clothing and footwear which are highly seasonal, vary rfom year
to year, and contribute appreciably to fluctuations in the rate of increase of the CPI. Net
of housing, controlled goods, fruit and vegetables, and clothing and footwear, the CPI
rose by only 13.7 percent in 1991, the lowest rate for the last six years. This trend,
which applies to about half the CPI, may indicate that the basic inflation rate is slowing
down. This view is borne out by the contirbution to the CPI of VAT between 1 and 2

percent after being raised from 16 to 18 percent in January 1991. Without this
increase, inflation would probably have been lower in 1991. According to the adjusted
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index, the inflation rate was relatively slow in the second half of the year. Price trendisn
the first quarter of 1992 indicate that the trend is continuing.
A comparison of tradables and nontradables in the CPI,2 shows that the gap between

the rate of priceincrease of these two categories is diminishing. Whereas nontradables
pirces rose by 11 percent more than tradables pirces in 1988 and 1989, the difference
was down to 8 percent in 1990 and 1991.If pirces of housing and controlled goods are
excluded from nontradables, and pirces of controlled goods from tradables, there is
almost no difference between them for the first time in many years 14.4 percent
compared with 14.1 percent (Table 3.2). Thus, this year's real appreciation reflected
changes mainly in the pirces of housing and controlled goods.3 National accounts figures
confirm this conclusion. Changes in pirces of domestic useof resources, when classified
as tradables and nontradables, show that real appreciation was quite small in 1991,
despite the relatively large gap airsing from the country's improved terms of trade
between pirces of GDP and of imports, which roseby 21.5 and 11 percent respectively.
The dilemma created by the persistent dispairty in pirce increases between Israel and

its trading partners has become more acute in the last six years. On the one hand, using
the nominal exchange rate as an anchor for the pirce level serves to prevent recurrence of
the virulent inflation of the early 1980s. On the other, given Israel's economic
conditions, overirgid adherence to the anchor could damage exports and lead to an
inordinate increase in imports. Since the ESP, a vairety of approaches have been
employed for dealing with this problem. In 1989 an exchangerate regime was
introduced consisting of a band around a midpoint rate, which was adjusted every few
months.
Due to the recurrence of speculative cycles, in December 1991 the exchangerate

regime was modified, and a diagonal rather than a hoirzontal band was introduced, the
midpoint rate being adjusted on a daily basis of 0.0236 to reach an annual target of 9
percent, while the band remainedat ±5 percent. This will be discussed in greater detail
below (see also Chapter 6).

2. DETERMINANTS OF PRICES

Since the ESP, expectations have played a prominent role in economic developments,
largely accounting for the notable stability of the inflation rate. For reasons which are not
fully understood, economic agents have incorporated into their considerations and decis

2Both in theory and in practice, it is difficult to make a clearcut distinction between tradables and
nontradables; many commodities can be classified in eithercategory..One way of estimating changes in
their prices is to classify CPI items as tradable or nontradable, but this is problematic because the criteria
for this classification are not always unambiguous. Another limitation arises from the fact that the CPI
accounts for only patr of final expenditures.

3The term 'real appreciation' means a rise in the price ratio of nontradables to tradables. It does not
necessarily impair the competitiveness of tradables, whose relative proiftability is also affected by unit
labor costs. Thus, if in addition to appreciation there is a concomitant change in relative wages and/or
productivity, the relative profitability of tradables will be unchanged.
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Table 3.2
Prices ofTradables and Nontradables, 198691

)annual rateof change, percent(
CPI.

jo

Implicit price indexes'"TardablesNontradables3
n

NarorwDomesticExcludingExcluding
Businessdomesticresourcecontrolledcontrolled goodsExcluding

Exports"Imports'1productGDPresource use0usegoodsTotaland housinghousingTotal

Change during period
6.53.420.524.418.423.113.814.031.031.621.61986

16.829.416.818.418.619.713.512.320.020.819.41987

11.32.320.522.714.117.710.510.824.421.221.61988

19.121.915.017.718.519.914.213.716.820.324.71989

11.115.811.014.913.116.112.413.013.216.021.21990

16.34.823.221.815.916.714.113.414.417.321.31991
Average change

31.126.249.450.644.847.041.542.362.664.252.01986

17.419.317.820.218.420.613.713.127.527.224.01987

11.77.318.419.815.217.311.911.622.420.719.71988

18.516.418.420.718.920.813.513.320.922.124.91989

9.311.812.415.812.915.911.711.611.414.920.61990

15.410.120.121.516.418.613.413.315.017.622.21991

in

' Nontradables comprise services other than foreign travel, fruit and vegetables, butter and cheese, eggs, breads and bakery products, gas and electricity.
Tradables aer all other CPI items. The weights in the CPI are 58 and 42 for nontradables and tradables respectively.

b National accounts data: domestic resource use is net ofdirect defense imports. 1

c Narrow domestic business resource use is the priceofdomestic resources, excluding public services wages and housing services.
dExcludingdefense imports and diamonds.
e Excludingdiamonds.
{ Change from fourth quarter.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



ions the assumption that the rate of inlfation, as reflected in the CPI, would remain at an
annual rate of 1620 percent. Although expectations vary between economic agents and
over time, in general they are stable. For example, a constant 'inlfation factor' almost
always appears in the budget, controlled prices are raised each year by slightly more than
expected inlfation, wage agreements allow for inlfation, and the rate of change of the
actual exchange rate partly accommodates price increases. The actions of the government
and the Bank of Israel undoubtedly helped to strengthen these expectations and maintain
the postESP inlfation rate.
Several factors worked against stable expectations and a steady level of inlfation,

among them conditions on the labor market, which tended to exacerbate the situation.
The exceptional increases in pricesof controlled goods and housing in recent years have
had a similar effect. Rising unemployment, the outcome of the fact that the increase in
the labor supply which was appreciable rose faster than demand in 1990 and 1991,
worked in the opposite direction. Unemployment tends to bring real wages down,
thereby slowing both actual and expected inlfation, and lower costs (of fuel, etc.) should
have a similar effect. Naturally, monetary and fiscal policy also inlfuence expected
inlfation rates.
Since 1986 fiscal policy has been consistent with the average inlfation rate since the

ESP. The deficit and the composition of income and expenditure have conformed with,
and even strengthened, expectations that the same inlfation rate would persist. The
budget for 1991 and the path to which the government is committed for 199294 are in
line with the present inlfation rate. Inappropriate fiscal policy could impair the credibility
of the anchor.
Amongst other things, since July 1985 monetary policy has suppotred exchangerate

policy as a disinlfationary instrument. The policy is basically accommodative, and the
development of the monetary aggregates is dictated by the Bank of Israel's interestrate
target. Monetary aggregates have risen faster than actual inlfation (Table 3.3), but the
gap is reduced when the increase in output and domestic useof resources, the volume of
transactions, and the continuing shift to localcurrency assets are taken into account.
Policymakers can be said to have affected prices to a relatively small extent this year

through monetary and fiscal policy. Their inlfuence was restricted pirncipally to
incorporating inlfationary expectations into the budget, to setting pirces of controlled and
supervised goods, and of course to determining exchangerate policy, which played a
crucial role in the development of inlfation.

Exchangerate policy and prices

The view that exchangerate policy has a direct and vital effect on the inlfationary process
took hold in the early 1980s. It became apparent that not only were the pirces of imports,
exports, and their close substitutes affected by the exchange rate, but that pirces of
other nontradable commodities also responded to it indirectly. The idea underlying
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Table 3.3
Price Developments: Related Indicaotrs, 198891

)annual change, percent(

Duirng period"Average

19911990198919881991199019891988

Imports and exports of merchandise
Imports

7.56.022.411.08.37.420.813.8Intermediates'1.0
8.112.710.87.89.612.28.06.8Consumer goodsb
1510.320.05.714.813.415.85.3Producer durables'1

11.710.918.511.711.28.418.112.5Exports (excl. diamonds)11
Real GDP and use of resources'1

8.46.52.71.55.95.41.72.6GDP
14.410.30.72.112.47.60.63.3Domestic use of resources'
11.62.210.85.70.46.67.74.0Exports (excl. diamonds(

6.91.42.30.4Unit labor expenditure
Nominal labor cost

12.116.315.021.212.415.418.321.8Business sector wages
16.120.514.529.520.817.620.727.4Public services wages

12.58.715.119.7Unit labor costf
^NP)dGeneral government deficit (percent of >

2.62.74.00.4Total
5.45.56.01.5Domestic

Monetary indicators
15.029.837.213.928.226.825.833.5Change in Ml
27.037.535.0435.124.617.528.3Change in M2

Interest rate
25.522.833.631.7Bank credit
29.929.634.346.2Overdraft facilities
2.11.21.74.1Long terms
10.69.68.96.4Unemployment rate

Change in exchange rates
12.810.620.31.512.310.616.12.4Currency basket
16.72.023.52.013.5.219.90.3Dollar

a Change rfom fourth quarter ofpreceding year to fourth quarter of current year.
b Excluding fuel and diamonds.
c Foreign trade data at effective exchange rate, including tariffs.
d National accounts data.
e Excluding direct defense imports.
f Business sector.
8 Real gross yield to matuirty on 5year CPIindexed government bonds.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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the ESP was that the exchange rate could serve as an anchor for the pirce level and other
nominal vairables, and so in July 1985 a regime involving a stable exchange rate which
was occasionally and slowly adjusted to pirceincreases was introduced. Early in 1989 a
policy regime under which the exchange rate moves within a band, enabling it to respond
to supply and demand, was introduced, and the band was set at ±3 percent. The
intention was to prevent sharp shifts in the actual exchange rate, to enable adjustments to
be made more smoothly, and to moderate and perhaps even prevent speculative
capital movements. The timing of midpointrate realignments would be less crucial
because they would not be linked to announcements of changes. The midpoint rate was
raised by 6 percent in June 1989, by the same amount in March 1990 (when the band
was widened to ±5 percent), and by 10 percent in September 1990. The exchangerate
adjustmentsan increase of 610 percent every 68 months had settled into a pattern.
The realignment of March 1991 deviated from this design. Although it did not differ

as regards timing or the extent to which the midpoint was raised, it was unique in that,
after remaining near the lower limit of the band for six months, the actual exchange rate
went up sharply because the new lower limit of the band was higher than the previous
exchange rate. The increase in the actual exchange rate was not great (slightly less than 6
percent), but the signal was clear: the realignment of the midpoint rate at almost regular
intervals of 68 months could involve a sharp increase in the actual exchange rate. This
signal reinforced speculative capital movements in the last four months of 1991.
Concurrent with the subsequent speculative cycle of capital movements, which began

in September, the actual exchange rate rose. The policymakers decided not to realign the
midpoint rate thereby enabling market forces to be reflected in interestrate increases
by not fully offsetting the reduction in liquidity which resulted from increased foreign
exchange purchases. Interest rates rose in October, and there was a reversal in the last
week of that month, when excess demand for foreign exchange was replaced by excess
supply. The midpoint rate was not adjusted following the surge of purchases, and the
credibility of the exchangerate policy was not impaired, but a pirce was paid, albeit a
lower one than would otherwise have been the case, since the nominal interest on bank
credit rose by more than 5 percent on average in the last quarter, pushing real interest
above the desired level. The borrowing rate fell relatively slowly.
The exchangerate policy was reexamined in the ensuing lull. While on the one hand

there was a desire to avoid the speculative cycle, on the other policymakers were
erluctant to lose the effective anchor provided by the exchange rate. A new arrangement
was introduced in 1991, since when there have been smooth daily adjustments of the
midpoint rate, aiming at an annual rate of change of 9 percent. The band around the
midpoint rate remainsat ±5 percent. The advantage of the new arrangement is that there
is no longer any need for sharp periodic adjustments, the probability of speculative
capital movements is reduced, and with it the level of uncertainty. The annual rate at
which the midpoint is to be raised was set at 9 percent, the actual midpoint rate was
increased by 3 percent as a preliminary step, and maximum inflation of 1415 percent
was announced for 1992. Thus, for the first time an inflation target was officially
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declared. The test of this method will be if it succeeds not only in restraining speculaitve
cycles but also in ensuring that there is no return to the inflationary processes of the past.
If economic conditions are propitious, the new exchangerate regime should not prevent
the reduction of inflaiton.

Table 3.4
Selected Pirce Indexes and Exchange Rates, 199091

(ratesof exchange ofquarterly avearges(

19911990

rvinnIIVlffnI

2.47.05.22.8 .4.74.54.93.0CPI
2.43.47.03.54.03.65.13.7Adjusted CPI.
3.30.17.71.31.54.03.31.5NIS/basket ratio
0.40.413.32.21.31.03.10.8NIS/dollar artio
3.44.64.36.25.24.93.85.2Controlled and supervised goodsb
4.65.54.96.25.04.63.15.4Controlled goods
1.63.016.35.82.87.710.17.9Owneroccupied homes (actual(
1.321.35.61.06.611.59.33.7Owneroccupied homes (CPI(

a The adjusted CPI reflects the development of consumer prices, with housing prices based on
quarterly data.

b Controlled and supervised goods are listed as defined in 1990 and 1991 (bread, milk and taxi fares
were moved from the subsidized to the controlled category in 1991). Supervised goods include mainly
goods supplied under imperfect competition, i.e. flour, margarine, coffee, cocoa, textbooks, school
supplies, medical supplies, taxi fares, fuel and motor oil, gas and gas services, kerosene, solar,
refrigerators and their insurance services, cigarettes, tobacco, soft drinks, bread, milk, and dairy products.
Prices of tea, sugar, sugar substitutes, frozen vegetables, cleaning tools, driving lessons, and car rental
are no longer supervised, and the weight of the entire supervised group in the CPI fell from 14.8 to 9.6
percent.

SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics and Bank of Israel.

3. CONTROLLED AND SUPERVISED GOODS

Commodities whose prices are controlled by the government include those which are
subsidized (only bus fares in 1991) or are supplied by publicsector enterprises. Gas,
kerosene, and solar for home consumption were excluded from this category in 1991.
Due to the policy of the last few years, the weight of controlled items in the CPI fell from
19.5 to 13.1 percent in the last few years. The prices of several supervised commodities
have been removed from control in recent years, bringing their weight in the CPI down
rfom 14.9 to 9.6 percent, and the total weightof controlled and supervised goods in the
CPI has declined from 34.3 to 22.7 percent. Changes in the weight of controlled and
supervised goods make it difficult to make comparisons with previous years. Pirces of
controlled goods rose faster than the CPI. On the other hand, pirces of supervised goods
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rose more slowly than the CPI in 1991, so that when controlled and supervised goods are
taken together their rate of increase was the same as that of the CPI.

4. HOUSING

As Table 3.5 shows, while prices of owneroccupied housing rose by 27.8 percent
(less than in 1989 and 1990), rents again rose at the high rate of 198789. Thus, the
total increase in the indexof dwelling services rose slightly less in 1991 than in previous

Table 3.5
Principal ComponentsofDwelling Services in the CPI, 198691

(annual change, percent(

Index ofOther dwellingIndex ofPirces of owner
CPIresidential servicesexpensesrentsoccupied apartments

Duirng peirod1
18.54.98.622.13.11986
16.816.417.133.014.51987

17.022.624.538.620.41988
20.435.638.136.435.31989
18.232.830.520.834.71990

18.529.029.838.427.81991

Annual average
48.132.336.744.430.91986

19.917.718.038.115.41987
16.317.021.233.614.71988
20.232.332.337.131.61989
17.234.234.920.336.21990
19.031.630.236.431.01991

1000164.69.816.7138.1Weight in CPI

a Change from fourth quarter of preceding year to fourth quarter of current year.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

years. The steep irse in the prices of owneroccupied apartments reflects rising demand
which has not yet been matched by increased supply". The latter may affect housing
prices in 1992, when the large number of building starts are completed. The
geographical dispersion of building starts may, however, fail to meet needs, so that
there may be a shortage in some areas, where housing pirces continue to irse, and a
surplus in others, where pirces fall.
There was considerable vairability in the housing component of the CPI in 1991, too; it

rose by 13.7, 41.1, and 98.6 percent in the first, second, and third quarters respectively,
and declined by 15.4 percent in the fourth. These trends are similar to those for 1990.
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Because of the way it is calculated, the housing item in the CPI relfects prices with a lag
of several months. Consequently, the dramatic increase in the CPI in the third quarter
was recorded when actual housing prices had stabilized, so that the CPI partly reflected

Figure 3.2 a
The CPI and theAdjusted CPI, 198891

(quarterly avearges(
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" Annual rates. For definitions, see text.

past trends. The CPI should be used with caution for reaching conclusions on which to
base policy decisions. The index in Table 3.5 relfects more closely the way pirces have
changed, because it is based on actual housing pirces rather than on estimates based on
pirces when the CPI is published. The adjusted CPI, which reflects the pirces of the con
sumer basket more closely, sometimes diverges from the CPI.4 Although in recent years
the CPI and the adjusted CPI have followed similar trends, in 1991 the CPI was biased
slightly downwards in the second quarter and substantially upwards in the third: in the

4This should not be regarded as criticism of the way the CPI is calculated. This is done in the best
possible way in real time, but ex post it is possible to calculate an index based on data which is received
with a delay.
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third quarter the CPI rose by 7 percent and the adjusted CPI by only 3.4 percent, in the
second quarter the CPI rose by 5.2 percent and the adjusted CPI by 7 percent. Thus, the
priceincrease accelerated in the second quarter in 1991, while there were relatively
moderate increases in the last two quarters (the adjusted CPI rose by 3.4 and 2.4 percent

Figure 3.3
Relative Price Indexes, 198691 )1986:IV = 100(

Exports

Tradables/Nontradables A

I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

" Prices ofexports (imports) excluding diamonds, relative to implicit prices of domestic resource use,
excluding direct defense imports.

b Variant A, all CPI items, Variant B, excluding controlled goods and housing.

in the third and fourth quarters respectively, Figure 3.2 and Table 3.4). Three main
factors explain this pircechange, which includes the 'true' change in housing pirces (a
16.3 percent irse in the second quarter): ifrst, excess demand for housing in the second
quarter, before supply had expanded and when largescale immigration was expected to
continue; second, increased economic activity after the GulfWar, in the wake of the
extensive secondquarter demand, which moderated subsequently; third,the appreciable
irse in the dollar exchange rate in the second quarter of 1991 (an average of 13.2
percent),5 compared with the preceding quarters. The last factor had a marked effect,

5The rapid change in the dollar exchange rate at this time was due to the March 1991 devaluation and
thedepreciation in April and May, with the concurrent weakening of the dollar.
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partly because the dollar continued to serve as the unit of account on the housing market,
and changes in the dollar exchangerate had a relatively large effect on this market.

5. WAGES AND PRODUCTION COSTS

The influx of immigrants which began at the end of 1989 has changed the labor market
drasitcally. In the past, real wages have hardly ever fallen, except for limited peirods and
with the agreement of the Histadrut (General Federation of Labour); this was the case in
the first few months after the ESP was launched, for example. In the last three years,
however, real wages have declined throughout the business sector. In 1989 the fall is
explained as an adjustment after the real increase in the years following the ESP. In 1990,
and paritcularly in 1991, however, it is due chiefly to surplus supply in the labor market
and the persistence of this surplus. Unemployment was 11 percent in 1991, the highest
rate since the 196667 recession.
Nominal wages per employee post rose by 12.4 percent in the business sector and by

20.8 percent in the public services. Nominal unit labor costs went up by 12.5 percent in
the business sector, and nominal pirces of imported intermediates, excluding fuel and
diamonds, by 8.3 percent. Interest rose in the last quarter as a result of the speculative
cycle, although annual average overdraft credit remained at the same level as in 1990 and
average bank credit rose by 3 percent, so that the cosfof working capital remained more
or less stable (Table 3.3). These indicators show that the increase in costs, paritcularly in
the business sector, moderated, together with the pressure on the inflationary process.
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